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Chapter 3331 Wilbur Lee coldly squinted at Harvey York with his arms 
crossed. 

“You should know already, Harvey! 

“The Longmen Summit isn‘t just for you to play around! This exam is just as 
important as any university entrance exam! 

“Not only did you cheat in the exam, but you are also suspected of stealing 
the answer sheet! You‘re looking for your own demise here! 

“Vice Branch Leader Benett and the others are waiting for you in the meeting 
room! “Go and apologize for this already! You‘ll end up horribly if you don‘t! 

“Maybe Vice Branch Leader Benett will let you off the hook if you have an 
acceptable attitude! 

“But if you‘re not being honest, I‘ll report this to Longmen‘s Law Enforcement 
right now! 

“You‘ll end up worse than being thrown in jail!” 

Wilbur pointed outside with a prideful look on his face. 

“He cheated?!” 

Kori John and the others were shocked before they glared at Harvey 
disdainfully. 

You can‘t just learn martial arts by cheating like this!‘ 

‘No wonder Harvey was the first one to submit his papers. Who knows what 
kind of trick he used to get the answer sheet? How shameless...’ 

Kori secretly let out a sigh. 

Oh, Harvey! 



You went to steal the answer sheet just to catch my eye? 

At least you had good intentions...‘ Harvey frowned. 

“Do you even have proof of that? “If you‘re just accusing me for no reason, 
you‘ll have to pay a huge price for this!” 

Wilbur coldly scoffed. “How did you ace the test if you didn‘t cheat then? “You 
got every single question correct, but your answers are almost identical 
compared to the answer sheet! 

“How is this even possible?! 

“This is the most challenging test in the history of Longmen by far! 

“Longmen‘s Elder Group themselves came up with the questions! “Even Vice 
Branch Leader Benett only got ninety–eight points! 

“Out of all the examinees, the best score was only ninety five points! 

“Nobody in the entire province could even ace the test ! 

“But you did! 

“If you‘re not cheating, then what else is possible?! “You should know that you 
can‘t cheat your way out of this! 

“How dare you participate in the Longmen Summit if you‘re lying to yourself?! 

“What a joke!” 

Wilbur was showing a disdainful look on his face as if he was looking at a 
clown. 

‘He aced?” 

The whole crowd stood frozen before they burst out laughing 

Pfft! 

“He aced the test?” 

“No way! That‘s hilarious!” 



“Nobody would say anything if he hides it by getting ninety points, but he 
actually aced it...” “He‘s just blatantly admitting to it at this point!” 

Kori and the others were laughing their stomachs off. Only a martial arts 
genius would be able to ace a test like this! 

It‘d be once in ten thousand years before a person like this would ever show 
up! ‘Harvey didn‘t come from a family of martial artists, nor was he from any 
sacred martial arts training ground, and yet he still aced the test!‘ 

‘What a joke!‘ 

‘Does he think he‘s starring in a movie or something?!‘ 

Even Kori was utterly disappointed in Harvey. She felt embarrassed that 
Harvey was using such a trick to catch her attention. 

Harvey ignored the crowd and calmly said, “Do you think I cheated because I 
aced my test? 

“Why can‘t you just admit that I‘m that good? “What makes you think you can 
judge me without any solid proof? How is that right?” 
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Chapter 3332 After hearing Harvey York‘s words, Kori John let out a huge 
sigh of disappointment before showing a disdainful look. 

“Stop pretending already, Harvey! 

“How hard is it to admit to your wrongdoings?! 

“Do you think we don‘t understand you?! 

“Do you think I don‘t know you?! 



“I was your university mate! There‘s no chance that you even know martial 
arts!” 

Wilbur Lee showed jealousy in his eyes after hearing that Harvey and Kori 
used to be university mates. 

He furiously glared at Harvey and screamed , “You hear that, Harvey?! 

“Even Kori said that you don‘t know martial arts! Why are you still pretending?! 

“Just admit it already! 

“You‘ll end up horribly if you don’t!” 

Harvey kept a straight face. 

“You keep insisting that I cheated and even stole the answer sheet, but 
where‘s the proof? 

“You must‘ve checked the surveillance cameras all over the place, right? 

“Did you see me bring anything inside? “If you‘re claiming that I memorized 
the answers beforehand, then at least tell me who leaked the answers. Who 
was the one that had their answers stolen? 

“The questions were clearly different for each examinee. The elders must‘ve 
written their questions separately. 

“And according to the rules, the questions will not be shared between the 
other elders! 

“Since that‘s the case, what‘s the point of me stealing one of their answer 
sheets? 

“You think I‘d be that good to steal every single elder‘s answer sheets all at 
once?” 

Wilbur froze after hearing Harvey‘s words. He wanted to use this opportunity 
to crush Harvey... 

The examinees also stood frozen. 

‘He has a point! 



‘Clearly. the elders are all experts!‘ 

‘Those people are extraordinary!‘ 

‘Ordinary people wouldn’t be able to steal their answer sheets that easily!‘ 

‘If Harvey really did steal the elders‘ answer sheets...‘ 

“Then why hasn‘t anyone realized that before the exam?‘ 

Wilbur changed his expression before he coldly scoffed. 

“I should be asking you that question instead! 

“How did you do it?! 

“Not only did you steal the answer sheets, you even managed to hide it this 
well! 

“Did you take pictures with your phone?! “That‘s definitely it! 

“I suggest you admit to it right now!” 

Harvey glared at Wilbur coldly. He knew that there was no point in continuing 
the conversation. “Examiner Lee, right?” exclaimed Harvey coldly. “I don‘t 
think there‘s a point in us arguing any longer. “Since you think I cheated, then 
give me a new sheet to work on! 

“You can write me your own questions too! I‘ll do them in front of your face! 

“If I answer them wrong, I‘ll admit that I cheated! 

“But if I‘m correct, you‘ll prove my innocence in front of all these people! 

“If you don’t, I‘ll report you to Longmen‘s Law Enforcement, saying that you 
abused your powers to bully the examinees!” 

Harvey showed a cold expression . A person like Wilbur was a rotten egg 
ruining all of Longmen! 

This was enough to strengthen his determination to clean up all of Longmen 
after rising to power. 



Longmen existed to serve the country, not to cover up corruption! 
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Chapter 3333 Wilbur Lee‘s face instantly darkened before he glared at Harvey 
York. 

“Are you questioning my judgment, Harvey?!” 

Kori John was also showing a disdainful look. 

“How dare you even ask Examiner Lee that?! 

“He‘s still an outer disciple of Longmen‘s Flutwell branch, no matter what! 

“His knowledge of martial arts is excellent! You‘ll be stumped if he‘s the one 
writing the questions!” 

Kori was extremely disappointed in Harvey. 

Not only did she believe that Harvey was poor and powerless, but he also 
would not admit to him cheating! A man like him just was not worthy of being 
her brown noser! 

Wilbur glared at Harvey coldly before he let out a chuckle. 

Obviously, he had already expected this to happen while he was planning to 
crush his so–called rival. “Since you said that you‘re actually capable... “Then, 
I‘ll give you a chance to prove yourself! He pulled out a piece of paper and put 
it on the table, 

then wrote three questions he had prepared himself. 



Wilbur then showed a lifeless smile at Harvey. 

“I‘ll give you fifteen minutes! If you can answer these questions correctly within 
the time limit, then I’ll admit my mistake of slandering you! “But if you can‘t, 
you‘ll end up horribly!” 

Harvey could not be bothered to say another word. Under the crowd‘s gaze, 
he stepped forward and started writing on the piece of paper. 

Almost a thousand people were watching him, ensuring he was not cheating... 

On the other hand, they wanted to see the hilarious sight of Harvey struggling. 

But before five minutes had passed, Harvey stopped writing 

“I‘m done!” 

“Heh! What a rare martial arts genius! It‘s only been five minutes…” 

Wilbur’s disdainful look instantly froze before he picked up the paper. 

Cold sweats dripped down his back as soon as he saw the answers. 

He was shocked! 

‘What is this?! 

‘What the f*ck is this?!‘ 

Wilbur saw Harvey casually writing down the answers without even thinking 
about it... 

His movements were very fluid throughout the entire process... 

But nobody expected his answers would all be correct. 

Harvey had an excellent understanding of the common knowledge of martial 
arts. His points were as straightforward as they could be. 

People who did not practice martial arts for a long time would not even be 
able to come up with those answers. 



Two of the questions were also relatively difficult. It was said that even the 
vice branch leader of Flutwell‘s Longmen branch, Fisher Benett himself, would 
find the questions hard to answer. 

Even if he could, he would at least take an hour or two... 

But Harvey was already done... 

In just five minutes! 

Was he a young master in a family of martial artists? Or was he a top talent of 
a sacred martial arts training ground? 

Was Wilbur really about to give in? 

Was he really going to prove Harvey‘s innocence? But if he actually did that, 
and Harvey became the winner of the competition... 

Harvey would have Kori‘s love! 

The goddess would be in someone else’s arms! 

Wilbur could not accept that fact. 

He did not mind failing, nor did he care about being disrespected. But he 
could never accept his goddess ending up with someone else! 

Without a second thought, he decisively crumpled the paper into a ball and 
threw it out the window. 

“What is this? 

“It‘s all wrong! 

“Stop wasting everyone’s time! “Leave this place at once!” 
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Chapter 3334 “Ahahaha!” 

Kori John and the others burst out laughing after seeing Wilbur Lee throw 
Harvey York‘s answers out the window. 

Naturally, everyone believed that Harvey was bluffing all this while. 

As expected, Wilbur‘s three questions were enough to expose Harvey‘s 
capabilities. 

After seeing the sight, Harvey calmly glanced at Wilbur. 

He could already tell that Wilbur was a shameless and 

corrupt man. 

But he never expected that he could be this shameless. 

At this point, Harvey was outraged. The consequences were dire... 

“What is this?! 

“What‘s all this commotion about?!” 

A large group of people came into the hall at this moment. 

The person leading the group was none other than Fisher Benett himself. 

A few experts followed behind him with their heads held high. 

Other than those people, there were also a lot of Longmen disciples. They 
were all in charge of security. 



Fisher coldly screamed at the crowd in front of him, “Can we have some order 
in here?! 

“Is this what martial artists are supposed to look like?!” 

The group of people was coldly glaring at the examinees. 

Wilbur showed a joyful expression before running up to Fisher and bowing 
respectfully. 

“Vice Branch Leader! That‘s Harvey, the cheater!” exclaimed Wilbur after 
pointing at Harvey. 

Fisher took some time to size up Harvey after hearing Wilbur‘s words. 

“Step outside, Harvey! Stop disturbing the others! 

“We want to have a word with you in the meeting room this instance! 

“If you’re not coming with us, then we‘ll have to report this to Longmen‘s Law 
Enforcement! 

“You may not know this, but Longmen‘s Law Enforcement is different now! 
Our new head is a prominent figure who doesn‘t tolerate people like you! 

“If he knows you cheated in the Longmen Summit, you‘ll die a horrible death!” 

The people from Flutwell‘s Longmen branch were glaring 

at Harvey disdainfully. 

‘How dare he cheat in a competition like this?!‘ 

‘He‘s embarrassing the entirety of Longmen!‘ 

‘Longmen represents the law of the underworld!‘ 

‘Cheating in the Longmen Summit would mean breaking the laws of the 
underworld!‘ 

‘People like this should be slapped around until they realize their place!‘ 



The people who seemed like top talents of Flutwell‘s Longmen branch were 
looking down on Harvey, thinking he was just a rotten egg ruining Longmen‘s 
reputation ! “How dare he do something like this when he‘s not even that 
skilled?! This is just shameless!‘ 

Kori‘s eyes lit up after seeing Fisher show up. 

“That‘s enough, Harvey! 

“Hurry and apologize to Vice Branch Leader Benett! Admit to your mistakes 
already! 

“You won‘t have my love this way! I‘ll despise you even further if you keep this 
going!” 

Obviously , Kori wanted to embarrass Harvey in front of Fisher and the others. 

Maybe Fisher would be impressed by her this way... 

Harvey merely ignored Kori and calmly glanced at Fisher. 

“Fisher Benett, right? Since you‘re the vice branch leader of Flutwell‘s 
Longmen branch, you should know that there‘s always more than one side to 
the story... 

“I didn‘t cheat, so I‘m not going to the meeting room.” 
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Chapter 3335 “I‘d like you to write me a question yourself! I‘ll answer it in front 
of everyone here! 

“If I‘m wrong, then that means I stole the answer sheet! 



“But if I‘m right, I want all the staff here to take responsibility! 

“Of course, if you think there‘s no point to this exam, you can also take me in. 

“The Longmen Summit will take action sooner or later anyway.” 

Harvey York‘s calm words had quite a dignified aura. 

But in everyone else‘s eyes, Harvey was basically brainless. 

‘Hasn‘t he had enough?! He‘s still asking for justice now?! 

‘What is wrong with him?!‘ 

‘Does he think he‘s the king of the world?!‘ 

‘Why would someone like Vice Branch Leader Benett even waste his time on 
him?!‘ 

“I already gave him three questions before , Vice Branch Leader. He had all of 
them wrong, yet he‘s still talking big 

here! 

Wilbur Lee‘s heart skipped a beat before he stepped forward. 

“There‘s no need for us to waste time on a small fry like him! 

“We should just send him out the door already!” 

Kori John stood up after seeing Harvey completely ignoring her advice. 

“Vice Branch Leader! I was Harvey‘s university mate! He used to study liberal 
arts! He was a weak and fragile man! He‘s no martial artist! 

“He came here to find a chance to be with me. Just to get close to me! 

“There‘s no need to test him! It‘s only a waste of time! 

Kori then showed a bitter look when she looked at Harvey. 

“I didn‘t want to say anything so you could save some of your dignity! 



“But since you‘re being this shameless, there‘s no way I can protect you any 
longer! “Admit to your mistakes already! It‘ll be too late if you keep this going!” 

The crowd was showing faces of realization after seeing Kori‘s expression. 

Everyone knew Harvey was incompetent, but they did not expect he was 
trying to go for a woman way out of his league. 

They hated people like this the most! Wilbur felt more confident after seeing 
his goddess stand up for him. He crossed his arms and chuckled coldly while 
glaring at Harvey 

“What else can you say at this point?! 

“Kneel and apologize already!” 

“There‘s no chance,” replied Harvey, calm and collected. 

“You can either test me or take me in right now!” 

Harvey stepped forward, instantly shattering the marble floor under his feet. It 
was a terrifying sight. 

“What?!” 

Everyone gasped after seeing what had happened. 

They thought Harvey was just a useless fool, but judging from the sight, he 
must have at least practiced for a few years. How was he able to shatter the 
floor with a stomp if that was not the case? 

Wilbur‘s heart skipped a beat before he chuckled. 

“He probably practiced a bit... 

“But he definitely has no knowledge about martial arts! You shouldn‘t give him 
another chance!” 

Somehow, Wilbur knew that Harvey would get any question correct if he were 
to take another test. 

Not only would Wilbur be finished , but Kori would also end up in Harvey‘s 
arms. He just could not accept that outcome. 



Fisher Benett pondered over the situation after seeing Harvey‘s actions. 
Harvey‘s movements alone were enough to move him. 

“It‘s settled then! I‘ll give you one more chance!” 
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Chapter 3336 “The people of Longmen always win people with virtue, after all! 

“If you lose, you‘ll admit to all your wrongdoings and explain how you cheated! 
“But if you win, your innocence will be proven! I‘ll apologize to you on behalf of 
Longmen and pursue whoever‘s responsible for the situation! 

As expected from a martial artist, Fisher Benett was extremely decisive. 

“And if you win, I‘ll have you join Longmen as well!” Fisher was showing a 
prideful look. In his eyes, it would be anyone‘s greatest honor to join 
Longmen. 

“Fine. It‘s settled then,” replied Harvey York calmly. 

“I never go back on my promise.” 

Wilbur Lee‘s eyes twitched when he was about to say something, but Fisher 
abruptly stopped him. 

“Not another word, Wilbur. It‘d be better to take him down than waste your 
breath. “Judging from the underworld‘s rules, it‘d be best if we did exactly that. 

“But since this is a theory exam , we should just follow the rules of this place.” 

Fisher decided on the matter before he crossed his arms. 



“Since I‘m the head examiner here, it‘d be bad if I gave you the first question,” 
said Fisher. 

“You do it, Wilbur. 

“No need to write it on paper. Just tell everyone if he’s right or wrong 

“We‘ll all examine the answer together!” 

Wilbur hesitated and could not say no, even if he wanted to. After gritting his 
teeth for a while , he then gave his question... 

“Let me ask you this. As a peak King of Arms, how does one become a God 
of War?” 

Everyone stood frozen after hearing Wilbur‘s question. 

This was just insane! 

Martial artists had been pursuing to be Kings of Arms their entire lives, let 
alone Gods of War! 

Not just the examinees. Most of the Longmen experts here would be unable to 
answer that question! 

Even Fisher frowned. Even though Harvey was suspected of cheating, a 
question like this was just too much. 

That said, he did not say anything about it. After all, it‘d be easy for a young 
man like Harvey to know such things since he aced the test. 

Harvey did not mind taking the question either. “It may seem like a small gap, 
but in reality, it‘s like night and day,” said Harvey with his arms crossed. 

“Simply put, it‘s as different as cold steel and firearms. 

“Peak Kings of Arms can go against ten, even a hundred opponents at once, 
but only a true God of War can fight against a thousand. 

“It‘s nothing complicated to become a God of War from a peak King of Arms. 
There is only one rule, simplification. 

“As long as everything is simplified, becoming a God of War is all but difficult. 



“But that said, it‘s hard to put that into practice. People cannot do this even if 
they train for their entire lives.” 

Wilbur froze after hearing Harvey‘s answer. 

Simplification may seem like a standard answer, but it was indeed the most 
crucial element in becoming a God of War. 

Harvey wouldn‘t be able to figure this out without a solid foundation in martial 
arts. 

Fisher and Flutwell‘s Longmen branch experts gasped 

before they looked at Harvey with shock. 

Kori John and the others also had their eyes twitching . They even started to 
hyperventilate at this very moment... 

Harvey was definitely correct. Wilbur would have insulted him by then if that 
were not the case. 
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Chapter 3337 Fisher Benett and the others looked at each other under the 
crowd‘s gaze. All of them nodded in unison, with admiration showing in their 
eyes. 

“He‘s right?” 

“That‘s insane! He looks so young!” 

“He wouldn‘t know about this even if he practiced martial arts in his mother‘s 
womb!” 

“That‘s nuts!” 



“Maybe he answered a question like this previously? Maybe it‘s just a 
coincidence?” 

The examinees gasped in utter disbelief. 

“Right! Right! He must‘ve answered the question before! This is just pure 
coincidence!” 

Wilbur Lee immediately came to his senses. A small minded person like him 
would not be able to accept someone of the same age to be better than him. 

“You test him, Vice Branch Leader!” exclaimed Wilbur while gritting his teeth. 

The crowd looked at Harvey York to see his reaction. 

“Do it already. Stop wasting time,” replied Harvey calmly. 

Fisher showed a profound look when he looked at Harvey. “Right! I‘ll give you 
one then! “Let me ask you this, young man. What is the extreme of martial 
arts?” 

The crowd frowned after hearing the question. Ordinary examinees like them 
would not be able to answer such a tough question. 

Kori John and the others were showing weird expressions as they glanced at 
Harvey. 

Even the top talent of a sacred martial arts training ground would not be able 
to answer that question. 

“Normally speaking, martial artists strive to be stronger. Not just in combat 
power, but in individuality and inheritance!” he said with a calm look on his 
face. 

“There‘s a saying in recent years, ‘No martial art is impenetrable. Speed is the 
one true way to success!‘ 

“Judging from the world‘s standards , this must be the extreme of martial arts. 

“As for uncommon standards , do you really want me to answer them here?” 

Fisher froze. 



“No need. No need,” replied Fisher frantically. 

“Your answer‘s correct. 

“There‘s no need to tell me anything else.” 

Fisher knew full well that martial artists should not be too ambitious. 

Judging from his standards , it was enough that Harvey knew about the 
saying. 

There was no need to focus on anything else. 

After all, learning too much would only disturb the mind. 

The experts of Flutwell‘s Longmen branch stepped forward to question Harvey 
one after another. 

Some questions even involved the troubles of practicing martial arts every 
day... 

And Harvey answered every single one of them correctly. 

Soon after, the experts were impressed entirely. 

Fisher was shocked. 

‘He‘s a genius! A true martial arts genius!‘ 

After all, Harvey could not have memorized the answers, no matter how lucky 
he was. 

Besides, some of his answers were also not by the books. 

Some of his answers could be considered near–perfect. 

Cold sweats were dripping down Fisher‘s back. He almost let a top talent go 
because of his mistakes. 

The crowd was dead silent. 

“Since I answered all of your questions, will you prove my innocence now?” 
demanded Harvey while calmly looking at Fisher. 
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Chapter 3338 “Of course! Of course!” 

Fisher Benett quickly nodded. 

“You‘re a true martial arts genius , Harvey York! You‘re quite the rare sight!” 

“Do my test scores count then?” asked Harvey calmly. “Yes! Of course! You‘re 
the best one out on the test!” 

Fisher walked forward with burning passion in his eyes. With a genius like 
Harvey, the Longmen Summit would 

surely be thrilling! 1 “You‘re the pride of all martial arts in Country H! A top 
talent, no doubt! 

“From now on, you may ask for my help if you need anything! “I‘ll do my best 
to support you if it’s anything within my jurisdiction! 

Fisher‘s formality was entirely replaced by passion and warmth. 

“No need for formalities between us, Harvey! 

“Just treat me as one of your own!” 

All the other experts were also complimenting Harvey. 

Everyone knew a man like Harvey would easily move on to the qualifiers, 
maybe even the actual Longmen Summit. 

It did not matter if Harvey won or not. As long as he was in the top ten, it 
would be an extremely prideful matter for Flutwell‘s Longmen branch. 



After all, many other talents were coming from the other thirty–five Longmen 
branches, along with strong families and forces of the underworld. 

Getting top ten in the competition would be considered a remarkable 
achievement! 

“Wha...” 

Wilbur Lee‘s face instantly turned dark. He could literally feel his face being 
slapped around by Harvey. It was a horrible thought. 

Kori John‘s pretty face was bright red when he looked at Harvey with disbelief. 

She still could not believe that Harvey was actually here just to take the exam. 

Not just that, but he was also considered to be a rare genius! 

Kori felt her foot tingling as she started to tremble uncontrollably. “These were 
Examiner Lee‘s questions from before, Vice 

Branch Leader! 

“Harvey finished them, but Examiner Lee threw the paper away, claiming that 
he answered it all wrong!” Another examiner quickly went outside and 
grabbed a piece of paper. 

He even showed a profound look on his face when he glared at Wilbur. 

The competition within Longmen was fierce. Anyone would take the 
opportunity to stab people in the back if they could get the chance. Fisher held 
the piece of paper before a horrible look showed on his face. 

Harvey‘s answers were all correct, after all. 

“Heh! As a disciple of Longmen, you ignore your morals and slander an 
examinee. You even lead people astray to the point where Longmen‘s 
hundred–year–old reputation would be ruined... 

Fisher was smiling, but his gaze was as icy cold. “You‘re just an outer disciple, 
Wilbur! How dare you?! 

“Longmen trusted you to be in charge of this exam! We didn‘t ask you to 
abuse your power! 



“From now on, you‘re officially expelled from Flutwell‘s Longmen branch! 

“We‘ll also have to take back everything you learned from Longmen!” 

Fisher immediately kicked right at Wilbur‘s torso. 1 “Aaagh!” Wilbur was sent 
flying. A mouthful of blood came out of his mouth the moment he landed on 
the ground again. 

His face had lost all color as his body trembled uncontrollably. 

He could feel himself being crippled at that moment! 

All of his experience was gone with just a single kick! 

From that point onward, he was just an ordinary man! Wilbur wanted to slam 
his head on the ground till he died, but he had no courage to do so. 
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Chapter 3339 

Fisher Benett had already crippled Wilbur Lee, but he still felt incredibly guilty. 

If he did not show up then, the reputation of a sacred martial arts training 
ground would probably be ruined. 

It would be horrible if the new head of Longmen‘s Law Enforcement caught 
wind of this! 

Without a second thought, Fisher believed that he had made the right choice. 
Kori John took a deep breath and came to her senses before sheepishly 
walking toward Harvey. “Not bad, Harvey!” said Kori with a prideful tone. 

“Congratulations! You‘re worthy of being under my command! 



“I‘ll give you a chance today! You may treat me to a meal! 

“If you do a good job, maybe you can be my boyfriend one day! 

“Right! I want to eat somewhere with three Michelin stars today! Why don‘t 
we...” 

Harvey glared at Kori as if he was looking at a clown. 

“Are you braindead? 

“Move out of my way!!! 

Harvey walked away immediately after. He could not be bothered to exchange 
words with someone like Kori. 

He could not figure out what that woman was planning... Besides , he would 
be dead if a woman with such vanity were to get close to him. 

After declining Fisher and the others‘ invitation , Harvey left a number before 
he left. 

*** 

Passing the exam was something worth celebrating. 

And so, Harvey asked Rachel Hardy and Kayden Balmer to look for a karaoke 
place for everyone to gather around and have fun. 

On the one hand, Harvey wanted to strengthen the relationship between 
Rachel and Kayden‘s subordinates. 

On the other hand, he wanted everyone to relax a little. After all, Harvey had 
been bringing his subordinates around non–stop for the past few days. 

Kayden was thrilled with Harvey‘s arrangement. 

Harvey booked the best room in Flutwell‘s most fancy karaoke place and 
ordered some old Riesling. 

Besides, it was rare for everyone to be together. It was quite a pleasant sight. 
It was a shame that Ansel Torres could not show up for the event. 



But it was only natural. After all, he was the Flutwell Police Station‘s first–in–
command. 

After three whole rounds of drinks, smoke was building up inside the box. 

Harvey went outside to get some fresh air. He did not 

quite like the smell of smoke. 

Right as he went outside, he saw a few men in suits dragging a woman inside. 

A drunk Indian man was following behind them. 

“Hurry! Get her inside! Young Master Garcia is waiting! 

“What a fine woman! It‘d be hard to find someone like this back in India! No 
wonder Young Master Garcia is into her! 

The Indian man‘s words were filled with evil. 

“I‘ve heard of Country H‘s women for the longest time! I finally got to see one 
of them here!” 

The woman was stumbling around, as if she was unconscious. 

When Harvey looked over, the woman was even resisting 

a little. 

Naturally, she did not want this to happen... 

But the men in suits quickly subdued her. 

Harvey frowned. He felt heartbroken seeing people outside doing heinous 
things in his country. 

Harvey looked a little closer at the woman‘s face… 

At that moment, his heart skipped a beat. 

The woman was none other than Sienna Wright, Princess Wright herself! 
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Chapter 3340 Sienna Wright was the Big Boss‘ very own daughter. 

How did anyone even get her this drunk? 

Harvey York was filled with disbelief at this moment. 

But he had no time to think. He turned around and took a step forward. 

“Wait!” exclaimed Harvey coldly. 

The men in suits stopped before arrogantly looking down on Harvey 

“How dare you?!” 

“You lowly peasant!” 

The Indian man raised his head with disdain in his eyes. 

“I‘m a nobleman from India! How dare you stop me?! 

“If we were back in my country, you would‘ve been beheaded already! 

“I‘ll give you one chance! Kneel and apologize right now, or you‘re finished!” 

“This woman is my friend. Let her go,” replied Harvey coldly. 

Harvey could tell that Sienna was not drunk upon closer 

inspection. Obviously she was drugged. “No chance!” 

The Indian man showed a cold gaze. “Young Master Garcia has taken a liking 
to this woman! I don‘t care if you‘re the woman‘s friend or husband... “She‘ll 
be Young Master Garcia‘s tonight! “If you know 



what‘s best for you, you‘ll get out of here right now! 

“You‘ll end up horribly if you don‘t!” 

The men in suits stepped forward and glared at Harvey coldly after hearing 
those words. 

One of the bald men cracked his neck and coldly exclaimed, “Since you‘re 
from Flutwell, you should know about the Overlord Gang, right? 

“I‘m from that gang! “You‘ll die horribly if you decide to go against us! 

“Apologize to Young Master Myers right now, or you won‘t leave this damn 
place alive!” 

The Overlord Gang was the leader of the Gang of Six. It was said that 
prominent figures in Flutwell were also supporting them behind the scenes. 
Clearly, those people were doing whatever they pleased at that moment. 

“I heard that the Overlord Gang‘s quite righteous, but you really don‘t seem 
that way right now. “Not only are you not stopping someone from doing this to 
a woman, but you‘re also helping them out? 

“Are you shameless?” 

“This? 

Young Master Myers chuckled with a disdainful look on his face. 

“The women here are just Shudras in India! 

“It‘s their greatest honor to serve a Kshatriya like Young Master Garcia! They‘ll 
have a place in paradise after they pass away! “Women will swarm all over 
me like moths to a flame if I just tell them who I am! Do you believe me?! 

“Don‘t be disheartened! Everyone is different in this world! 

“Us Indians are destined to be in command! 

“You people from Country H are fated to be slaves! “You don‘t even have the 
right to protect this woman, let alone enjoy her! “Now, piss off!” 

“I‘ll tell you this one more time. Let her go!” said Harvey 



with a cold expression. 

“Don‘t you understand me, b*stard?! 

The bald man‘s eyes were filled with murderous intent. 

“Kneel and apologize to Young Master Myers! I‘ll get angry if you keep 
yapping!” 

Young Master Myers chuckled coldly, with his mouth reeking of alcohol. 

“See that? Lowly people like you have no right to talk to us noblemen! 

“Look! 

“I don‘t even need to do anything! 

“Your own people will deal with you soon enough!” 
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